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The gambling king suddenly laughed.

He Zongtang and others also showed smiles.

“I thought you were a descendant or family member of that guy, you didn’t even know you!”

He Zongtang smiled.

Levi Garrison didn’t understand what they meant.

At the beginning, when he said half-immortal and half-ghost, the gambling king thought they were
related to half-immortal and half-ghost.

Thus fear.

Fear that his purpose is to save people or get revenge.

Now that they understand that they are here to find a half-immortal and half a ghost, they are not
afraid.

Kill it!

The news that the half-immortal and half-ghost were locked up by the gambling king family must not
be spread.

Therefore, Levi Garrison must die.

The gambling king was about to order Levi Garrison to be killed, but he was the first to say: “I advise
you to hand over people obediently! Don’t force me to do it myself!”

For his wife, Levi Garrison will do it no matter what the difficulties are.

“Huh?” When

Levi Garrison said this, everyone in the audience was taken aback.

When was the gambling king’s family threatened?

“You have a kind of brat! You even threatened us!”

“Then I tell you clearly! He, I won’t hand it over! You are dead with this heart! Seeing you have some
patience, kowtow to admit your mistakes, I Consider letting you go!”

said the gambling king.

It’s not that he is kind and kind.

Existences at his level are all profit first, and life is not worth mentioning.

It’s just that during this period of time, he didn’t say anything while eating fast and reciting the
Buddha.

A friend of his high monk told him-don’t see blood these days.

Based on this, the gambling king will let Levi live a life.

Otherwise, Levi Garrison would definitely die if he knew such a big secret.

“What are you waiting for? My grandfather is kind and let you go! Don’t kneel down and kowtow to
apologize!”

He Qingxue urged.

All the people present shouted for the kindness of the gambling king!

Levi Garrison was happy.

Want to kill yourself?

Do they have this ability?

“Well, let me give you a chance! By this time tomorrow, I will hand over the half fairy and half ghost,
and I will treat it as if nothing happened.”

& “If I don’t see anyone, I will do it at my own risk. I will overthrow the Longteng Villa, and I will find
the people by myself!”

Levi Garrison said solemnly.

“This…”

Hearing Levi Garrison’s words, everyone present was stunned for dozens of seconds.

For decades, no one has provoke the gambling clan, and no one dares to threaten the gambling clan
so much!

An unprecedented first experience!

Still a threat of public time execution!

shame!

What a shame!

Everyone in the Gambling King’s family turned red and was extremely angry!

Provocation to Tai Sui’s head!

How can this be tolerated?

“Kill him!”

“Kill him!”

…

everyone shouted.

He Zongtang waved his hand and yelled: “Kill! Provocation of the family, kill without mercy!!!”

Just as the masters were about to do it, the gambling king’s voice sounded: “Hold on!”

“Let him go today !” I want to see if I don’t pay someone tomorrow, what are the consequences?” The

Gambler smiled.

In fact, in his opinion, Levi Garrison is just like an ant.

Although he has some skill, he can kill him at will in front of the giant family of gambling kings.

But this matter became interesting.

He Jianfeng has never been threatened like this before!

Absolutely the first time!

He was very interested and wanted to know what Levi Garrison said at his own risk.

That’s why he wanted to let Levi Garrison go.

Waiting to see what will happen to Levi Garrison if he doesn’t hand over him tomorrow?

Will it really come to overthrow Longteng Villa?

I am looking forward to it!

Over the years, the gambling family and even Golden Harbor Island have been too quiet.

Especially after Kyushu Xuanzun was in retreat, nothing happened.

The gambler also wants to find something to do.

He Zongtang and others immediately understood what the gambling king meant.

“Okay, let him go!”

Before Levi Garrison left, he left a sentence: “I only give you one day. You can take out all the cards
and wait for me!”
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“Hahaha…”

Not only did no one pay attention to Levi Garrison’s words, but it drew waves of ridicule.

No one takes this as the same thing.

They are just a joke!

“I’m afraid this kid is not a postponement plan? I think most of them want to escape! I just said that
for us one day!”

“I think it is very possible! I can’t wait for him tomorrow, he will leave Golden Harbor Island when he
leaves. !”

…

Everyone just assumed that Levi Garrison wanted to run.

“Come here, stare at him! Never let him leave Golden Harbor Island! I still want to see the
consequences?” The
gambling king ordered, and several super powers immediately followed.

He Zongtang leaned forward and smiled: “Father, tomorrow is a good day!”

“Huh?”

“First, the young boss of Heishui Company will come; second, it will be the day when Xuanzun of
Kyushu will leave the customs; third , This kid agreed on a date.”

He Zongtang explained.

The gambling king laughed a few times: “This is so! What a good day! Tomorrow Xuanzun Kyushu will
be invited too! Everyone has a good show!”

“Hahaha…”

Everyone laughed.

He Qingxue’s father, He Zongwen, laughed and said, “If, I said, if this kid has the ability to reach the
sky!

But tomorrow the gambling king family, Kyushu Xuanzun, Heishui Company and the entire Golden
Port Island dignitaries will be there! He too is dead! Not to mention me. It’s a if, it’s just a hairy kid!” The

gambler was also amused: “He said that let us take out all the hole cards! I took it out!” The

gambler just took this matter for fun.

But he never thought that Levi Garrison was really worthy of all his hole cards.

…

At this moment, Levi Garrison returned to the residence arranged by King Xitian.

“Wang, why don’t you just punch in and bring people out?”

Xitian asked puzzledly.

“Anyone may fall short of success!

First, only a few people know that half immortal and half ghost are locked up. It seems that he is
regarded as a taboo terror, so the place of detention is very mysterious, and I may not be able to find it!
Even if it is overturned The family of gambling kings,

Not necessarily useful!

Second, if I act and push them in a hurry, I might kill half a fairy and half a ghost! “

Levi Garrison explained.

After listening to the Western Heavenly King, he suddenly realized.

“So you give them a day to relax their vigilance, and even the gambling king might go to see halfimmortals and half ghosts, thereby exposing the places where half-immortals and half ghosts are closed.
?“

Levi Garrison nodded: “Yes, that’s right!” I have sent someone to lurk in Longteng Villa! As long as the
gambler goes to see him, I will know the place! “As

expected to be the king!” admire! “

West King exclaimed.

Sure enough, the leaves monarchs expected.

Rounders demigod, half went to see a ghost.

Dragon Hill is actually amazing underground, but the entrance is extremely difficult to find.

In the epic family, who know no more than three people.

Even Even He Zongtang and He Zong didn’t know where the entrance was.

Only the gambling king and his personal guards and steward knew. The

three came to the entrance and entered the underground world. They didn’t know

that someone had witnessed it in secret. In the

underground world, there is a secret room. The

door of the secret room. It is made of a special alloy, and cannons and missiles can’t penetrate.

Unless the gambler’s biometrics are scanned,

it can’t be opened at all. Even the strongest can’t open the gate.

So the half fairy and half ghost are locked here, everyone Don’t try to rescue it.

“Boom…”

After the biometric scan of the gambling king, the door slowly opened. What

came out was humid and rancid smell. It

made people vomit!

In the small space in front of him, there was a person tied up with a few chains.

The ground is full of dead rats and the like.

The gambling king sneered: “How’s it going? Is it okay to eat and live?” The

so-called food, the gambling king only throws dead mice at the table every day.

“Ka Ka Ka…” The

chain trembled, and the man slowly raised his head.
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A ghost face full of ugly scars appeared in front of him, one eye was blind, and the other was blood red.

The half-immortal and half-ghost were physically disabled, and they were even more embarrassed
after being locked up by the gambling king for such a long time.

But the terrifying aura on him made people tremble.

“Are you here? Eleven years!”

Half a fairy and a ghost made a hoarse voice.

It has been eleven years since the gambling king locked him up, and he has not been seen.

“It’s funny! Someone came to me to find you today, and let me hand over you within one day! Don’t
be conceited! Hahaha…” The

gambling king couldn’t help laughing.

When the half fairy and half ghost heard it, the corners of his mouth rose, but he didn’t say a word.
“Unexpectedly, there are still people in this world who remember you!”

“Don’t worry! You can only die here, no one will save you!”

… the

next day.

It is a big day for Golden Harbor Island!

There are two big sensations!

First, it is naturally the day when Xuanzun Kyushu leaves the customs!

Second, the young boss of Heishui Company is coming!

As the island with the strongest economy in Dongfang Island, Jingang Island is naturally rich in wealthy
and celebrities.

After all, Golden Harbor Island has the same name as his.

It was named Golden Harbor Island because it was too rich.

They attach great importance to the issue of the young owner of the Blackwater Company.

The airport was greeted early.

Even many celebrities from Golden Harbor Island went to the gambling clan to help out.

Around ten o’clock in the morning.

Golden Harbor Island followed with a earth-shattering roar.

Kyushu Xuanzun is out! ! !

Once the third in the sky list, such as the fourth in today’s list, the master of spells is out!

Thousands of disciples knelt to greet!

Massive!

After the retreat, Xuanzun Kyushu’s complexion was stiff, and there was no sign of happiness.

“Congratulations

Master’s cultivation base is diligent again! “The

disciples congratulated.

Just listen to Xuanzun Kyushu sneer: “So what? I stepped back one place on the top of the list! “

Master, now you are out, you can find that Levi Garrison to fight!” Take the number one in the top list
directly! You are the number one on the top list! “

Yes, Master, you are the number one in the ranking!” “

The disciples flattered.

Xuanzun Kyushu’s expression immediately changed: “Don’t talk nonsense!” If you let other people
hear it, it’s in trouble. “

Don’t look at me in retreat!” But I know what happened outside! I succeeded in retreating, and my
strength has increased. But I may only be the same as the commoner killing god holding a magic sword
in the sky! Compared with Levi Garrison, I am not an opponent! I have to admit this! “

” Hiss! “

People have gasped breath.

” Ye monarchs so strong ah? “

” Of course! Otherwise, how could he reach the top of the list? When I meet him, I can only
surrender! No need to say the kind of words just now! “

Xuanzun Kyushu is extremely majestic.

“Master, the King of Gambling, please come over!” “

Okay, go!” “

Xuanzun Kyushu came to Longteng Villa not long after.

After a while, a lot of luxury cars gathered, and even helicopters came.

Jimson, the young owner of the Blackwater Company, came. He

also followed a few near Golden Port Island. super consortium representative of a large country.

For example, …… Star State Sanko Group on the loose group of eastern islands

followed by a large number of dignitaries as King Island.

after Gimson came, Dragon Hills culminated in the atmosphere.

rounders , Xuanzun Kyushu and Jimson sat in the upper seat.

Sitting below are all super powerful.

Almost the gangsters of the entire Golden Harbor Island gathered.

“Thank you all for coming to this small banquet! First of all, we congratulate Kyushu
leaving the customs! Secondly, welcome Jimson to come!”

Xuanzun for

… After

some politeness, the gambling king smiled and said: “It’s true! I’ll make a decision with one person.
Make an appointment! He should be there soon! Please support me!” The

gambling king is waiting for Levi Garrison…
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“What’s the matter?”

Kyushu Xuanzun asked.

This is also the question of others.

The gambler will briefly talk about what will happen.

Everyone laughed.

“The king of gambling, you are really childlike, take this to heart! The hairy boy is lying to you!”

Kyushu Xuanzun smiled.

Other people think the same way.

The gambling king smiled and said: “Not necessarily, what if this kid has a sky-reaching background
and ability? Hahaha…”

“Okay, then we will wait for him!”

“I just left the customs! I just want to find someone to practice. Practicing! I hope this kid is stronger!
Haha…”

…

Xuanzun Kyushu smiled.

The others laughed too.

Everyone just treats it as having fun.

Jimson sneered: “Once the two of us get married! The Blackwater Company will always stand behind
Ho’s family! Who do I think dares to move them?”

These words are extremely domineering!

Even the implied meaning is more domineering!

It means that the Gods Laboratory stands behind the Gambling King family, who dares to mess with
it?

“Father, I think that kid is just talking nonsense, does he dare to come? Impossible!”

He Zongtang smiled.

“The news from the person I sent out said that he did not leave Golden Harbor Island! He hasn’t left
yet! He should come!” The

gambling king said.

“If you can come, that would be great!”

Everyone looked forward to it.

“Come, Qingxue, meet Jimson!”

The gambling king called He Qingxue to the front.

Jimson has always liked oriental women, and when he saw He Qingxue, his eyes were shining.

He Qingxue glanced at him, her face full of displeasure.

Compared with Levi Garrison, Jimson is nothing!

If you have seen the posture of a dragon, how can you see a wild dog?

She has no affection for Jimson at all!

But for the sake of the laboratory of the gods behind the Blackwater Company, she endured it.

She did this marriage contract as a transaction.

“Well, not bad! I agree!”

Jimson points nod.

Although it was a marriage between the two sides, but He Qingxue was so beautiful and outstanding,
of course Jimson was willing.

“Well, that’s good! A man with a talented appearance, a perfect match!”

Everyone began to praise.

Even Xuanzun Kyushu also said, “Congratulations to the king of gambling, for getting such an excellent
grandson-in-law! In the future, we will join with Heishui Company, and you will have a boundless future!
Don’t forget me, brother!”

Xuanzun Kyushu is a master of magic arts. , But not bad at all in terms of humanity and sophistication.

“Haha, of course!”

…

“Qingxue, do you have any objections?” The

gambling king looked at He Qingxue again.

“I…”

He Qingxue hesitated, but she was totally unwilling.

But among the wealthy of this level, the true love of marriage is the most extravagant.

For the laboratory of the gods, she agreed.

“Grandpa, I am willing!”

He Qingxue nodded.

Jimson laughed immediately.

“The king of gambling, I will tell my father about them next! Soon we will start the engagement
banquet! Set the wedding date!”

Jimson said.

The sooner you get married, the better.

Jimson didn’t want such a beauty to slip away.

The gambler also wants to get married soon.

The two sides hit it off.

Quickly reach a unified opinion!

This matter was resolved, and then the gambling king looked at Kyushu Xuanzun again.

“Now Great Xia is turbulent, the power of the evil god is rampant, and the forces of all parties are
mixed! Only I, Golden Port Island, is a pure land! In the future, Kyushu Xuanzun needs to guard it!”

The gambling king laughed.

They developed quietly for a long time, and naturally they didn’t want outsiders to bother them.

“Don’t worry, with me, who would dare to run wild on Golden Harbor Island? What’s more, there is
also the gambling king brother! Even Heishui Company is on our side!”

Kyushu Xuanzun laughed.

“Haha, then we can rest assured!”

The dignitaries of Golden Harbor Island breathed a sigh of relief.

They are afraid of someone coming to grab it.

“By the way, where’s that kid? Haven’t you come yet?”

Someone suddenly thought of Levi Garrison.

“Am I coming here?”
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“I don’t think he dare…” He

Zongtang just wanted to say that Levi Garrison was afraid to come.

Unexpectedly, before he spoke, a voice sounded like a thunderbolt, bursting the audience.

Everyone present was attracted and all looked over.

A figure appeared in the distance, it was Levi Garrison!

The eyes of the audience focused on Levi Garrison.

“Does this kid really dare to come?”

Guo Yifei said cursingly.

Everyone’s first reaction was surprise!

Too young and too ordinary!

“Huh? Who the hell is this kid? How dare you come to bet on the royal family?”

“I’m also very knowledgeable! I know Erudia’s hundreds of arrogances! I even know the younger
generation who are more famous! But this kid has a face full of strangeness, he doesn’t know him at
all!”

“Yes, this kid doesn’t know him at all! I don’t know where the stunned green came from, so he dared
to bet on the king’s family to make trouble!”

…

Everyone talked about it. Sounds everywhere.

No one knew Levi Garrison at all.

They’re all saying that Levi Garrison is looking for death!

Jimson was also stunned for a long time. He was surprised: “He who dares to trouble the family?”

Jimson’s Erudia language can only understand seven or eighty-eight. At first, he thought that there
was a big power coming to trouble the King of Gambling family.

I didn’t expect to be alone.

“Yeah! Just one person!”

Jimson’s face was cold: “Just one person dare to provoke He’s family? Looking for death!”

“Stop!” The

guard at the door stopped Levi Garrison.

“Let him in!”

The gambler waved his hand and the guard moved away.

Levi Garrison carried his hands on his back and stepped into Longteng Villa step by step.

Looking at the surrounding posture, Levi Garrison smiled and said, “I am quite concerned about what I
said! Have you found all the people who should be looking for?”

“Haha, that must be! I just want to see how you can overthrow me. ?” The

gambling king sneered.

Levi Garrison didn’t treat Levi Garrison as the same thing at all.

It’s just to add some shows to everyone.

& Guo Yifei several people present sneered and said: “You must die today, kid. I spared you once on the
ship, but it only allowed you to live a few more days.”

Even if Levi Garrison is stronger, he will face the strongest dignitaries and the Blackwater Company in
Jingang Island. , The dead will not even have scum left.

He Qingxue looked at Levi Garrison and couldn’t help but sighed: “He dares to come to the banquet
alone! It’s also commendable courage!”

“Yes, let’s not say anything else, dare to come is really awesome!”

…

Levi Garrison step by step He walked to the front, glanced around, and landed on the gambling king.

“He Jianfeng’s time is up, do you want to meet people?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“This son’s psychological quality is terrifying! Facing all the big bosses on Golden Harbor Island is not
afraid of danger! Much better than my apprentices!”

Kyushu Xuanzun couldn’t help sighing.

The gambling king smashed his hands: “The result is obvious, I can’t pay people! If you have the
ability, you can find it yourself!”

” Hahahaha …”

Everyone in the gambling king family laughed.

It’s naive and ridiculous!

Threatening the gambling king family?

Isn’t this sick?

“Well, the time is up, I didn’t hand it over! Didn’t you say that you are at your own risk? We are eager
to know what the consequences are!” The

gambling king can’t wait to see the consequences that Levi Garrison said.

Others also want to see the consequences.

Levi Garrison was in their eyes, just like a clown playing acrobatics.

They all want to see what tricks the clown can play!

The corner of Levi Garrison’s mouth raised: “Okay, very good, I must be forced to do it!”

“Don’t regret it!”

Levi Garrison also reminded.

It’s just voices.

“Don’t regret it! Come on! Come on! Hurry up!”

“Let us see what consequences we can’t bear?”

“Hurry up, what are you doing? Hurry up, hahaha…”

…

Guo Yifei and others Still actively urging, for fear that Levi Garrison wouldn’t do it.

Levi Garrison’s face changed abruptly, and his body burst out with an aura of destruction!

